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acific Football: A Lot of Ifs, Ands, Maybes
,e Baron: 'Fitness Necessary'
Football training rules at Pacific, just how important
re they in shaping a winning team? Eddie LeBaron answered
lis question with a definite, "Important? Why, the actual
rinning or losing of many games is dependent upon the
tness of the teams playing."
LeBaron, a former UOP and
ro football great, commented
^irther on the importance of disiplined training for our team:
"Basically, physical condition
ing is important for the team to
even be in contention on the
field. Particularly in the
quarter when physical
is being felt, if it is a tight
game the winning team will
always be the team that
in shape."
learned his greatest
about the importance of
disciplined training rules
playing for the tough
Redskins and later
the Dallas Cowboys. "Bebeing a physical thing,
••aining that is disciplined is
important to each man's state of
pind," he said.
"A team that is not disciplined
(Continued on Page 4)

Ed. Note:
Today the Weekly is concen
concentrating its attention on the Pacific
football picture in terms of sev
eral aspects of the situation. We
realize the complexity of this
problem and this will probably
be only a beginning.

It is generally agreed that it is impossible to run a
successful intercollegiate football program without an active
and well-organized system of grants-in-aid, and an active
recruiting program to go along with it.

———.

Remember When UOP Was Undefeated?
By JANELLE GOBBY
Remember when — the 1949
Pacific football team finished
the
season undefeated boasting a
total of 575 points to the oppo
sition's 75, or averaging 57.5
points a game to 7.5 by the oppos
ing team? Those were the years
of top-ten rankings, Eddie Le
Baron, and the brand new sta
dium.
Whatever happened to
Pacific football?
UOP has come a long way
since the "golden era of Pacific
football," and unfortunately it
has been a long way down. Look
ing back over past achievements
and comparing them to present
failures, in just what areas does
the difference lie?
Recruiting has been named as

a major problem at the present
time. When Amos Alonzo Stagg
was athletic director, 50 tuition

scholarships were awarded by the
assistant coaches. Stagg himself
had nothing to do with these
awards as he considered such
scholarships little short of moral
ly wrong. When Stagg left in
1947, room and board stipends
were added to the scholarship
program, and the total number of
awards rose to 65.
In 1961, however, an adminis
trative decision provided for a
"reoriented" football program.
At this time scholarships were cut
to the present 45 full tuition,
room, and board awards, and two
tuition awards for a total of 47
athletic compensations.

|Ivy-Covered Crypt' Group Talks

By NANCY SMITH
"We were all thinking of trans
ferring. We were bored — with
(Everyone else's apathy. We found
urselves standing in front of a
itto machine, so we went to
rork."
And then the dittoed
igns began appearing on campus.
This is the story told by one of
re three COP students who deided "UOP S T U M N T S
IEED A KICK IN THE A - -"
nd asked "IS UOP AN IVYlOVERED CRYPT?" Because
f unexpected student interest in
these signs, and the recognition
pf the problem underlying them,
'"hese same students gave their
;oals a name, The PSM — Paific Student Movement, and set
n open meeting for Tuesday,
4ov. 9 at 8 p.m. in Music C.
In a very sketchy outline, the
'SM stated three purposes for
fieir student organization: (1) to
Stir up student interest in student
government; (2) to acquaint stu
dents with unfair and unpublicized decisions of the administra
tion and PSA, and (3) to offer
a means of dissension apart from
ipathy and general care-not atti
tude of UOP students.
As one of the three who set the
'hole idea into action pointed
ut, the success of the group will
epend on whether students can
ecognize the power students can
ave when they stand together,
'hen they discuss their problems,
nd when they take the initiative
do something about their
ripes.
Leaders in the PSM made it
ery clear that the group did not

Grants, Recruiting Important

want to become a radical political
group. When asked if the PSM
would become another Berkeley,
one leader (who chose to remain
anonymous until after the group
is on its feet) said, "The PSM is
starting from a purely student
level. We are a group who final
ly decided to say something about
our campus," and the group
wants to ask why students don't
support speakers on campus, why
they don't attend club meetings.
If there is something wrong, they
wonder if students will come and

cast a dissenting voice and perhaps change the situation.
When confronted with the
often-asked question at Pacific,
"What will you do if no one
comes to Tuesday's meeting,"
the PSM leader said determin
edly, "We are calling a meeting
curiously, to see how many stu
dents will turn up. If no one
comes, we will begin again with
some plan to get them more in
terested than our first sign cam
paign, until we finally
get some
reaction somewhere."

LOUIS E. LOMAX
Television commentator
noted author.

As a final gesture, no recruiting
of players took place that year.
It should be pointed out that this
"reorientation" took place four
years ago, thereby accounting for
the current lack of numerical
strength in senior ball-players.
Also, currently not all of the ath
letic scholarships are in use, al
though Dr. Paul Stagg, director
of athletics, was not sure of the
exact number of unclaimed schol
arships.
(Continued on Page 4)

At the moment the football
program at UOP is allotted a
total of 47 full tuition grants and
45 room and board awards.
These may be split up or award
ed together in any way seen fit
by the coaches and the director
of athletics. The actual recruit
ment and the decision as to who
is to receive financial
aid is en
tirely in the hands of the coach
ing staff.
No man receives a grant-in-aid
who has not been passed on by
the coaching staff. At the pres
ent time there are 43 men on
the team receiving assistance.
(Continued on Page 4)

At Humboldt

Mediator Lomax Discusses Watts Riot
"The Negro Revolt Revisited"
will be the timely topic of author
Louis Lomax, third in Pacific's
Celebrity Series of speakers. He
will speak in the Conservatory
Monday, Nov. 15.
As background to his topic,
Lomax was a direct observer dur
ing the recent Watts riots and
used his services as a mediator in
that area.
As a writer, Lomax served as
feature writer for the "AfroAmerican" and the "Chicago
American." He has also written
three best-sellers. His first, "The
Reluctant African," won the Sat
urday Review Annisfield-Wolf
Award in 1960.
"The Negro Revolt," his sec
ond book deals with the problem
of race relations in America. His
latest book, "When the Word Is
Given," is considered a classic
study of the Black Muslim move
ment.

This same dictum abolished
cross-country football trips, and
decreased the coaching staff from
four members to two, also stipu
lating that these remaining two
were expected to do classroom
teaching within their department.

A grant-in-aid (as differentiated from an academic scholar
ship) can take one of several
forms. Financial rebate toward
tuition and room and board are
available, and any combination
of these are possible.

and

UOP Debaters Dominate Meet
UOP's forensic squad virtually
dominated the Humboldt State
debate tournament last weekend
capturing eight awards in five dif
ferent areas.
Janelle Gobby, Diana Clouse,
and Kary Ledbetter secured the
junior debate crown with a 6-0
record against such schools as
Stanford, University of Nevada,
and University of California. Ac
cording to debate coach Paul
Winters, the junior women's team
set a precedent at the tourney by
becoming the first
three-man
swing team to ever win the tour
nament.
Although the superior title in
senior debate went to the Uni
versity of California, all three of
Pacific's senior teams placed in
the excellent catagory. The teams
of Peter Stanwyck and Patty Bilbrey, Peter Davis and Bruce
Meinke, and Don Brandt and
Judy Jones all found themselves
in the winners' circle in senior de
bate.
However, Pacific did not limit
its laurels to debate. In individ
ual competition, Miss Clouse was
named superior in interpretation,
and Stanwyck placed excellent.
Barber captured the extempor
aneous title for Pacific, and
Brandt returned with a superior
rating in oratory.
One of the junior team mem
bers, Miss Clouse, gained further
distinction in the solitary honor
of placing superior in two areas:
debate and interpretation.
Next week, November 12 th
and 13 th, Pacific will host a tour

nament here on campus, and two
teams, one senior and one junior,
will travel to Oregon for the
tourney at Eugene. Mark Kusanovich and Ron Murov, senior
team, and Miss Gobby, Miss
Clouse, and Miss Ledbetter, jun
ior team, will make the journey.

Big New Outlook
In Frosh English
"The rhetoric of composition"
may one day become the title of
the freshman English course at
Pacific.
"Because many English 1A and
IB practices are being taken over
by high schools, our role must
change with the high schools,"
said Dr. William O. Binkley,
head of English composition
courses.
In order to make the class as
interesting and informative as
possible, several changes are be
ing made. All problems of gram
mar and mechanics have been re
moved, and "class time won't be
taken to drill on something stu
dents should already know."
However a grammar mechanics
test will be given in 1A which
must be passed in order to pass
the class.
Other changes are occuring in
the selection of reading material.
According to Binkley, "the intel
lectual content is now much more
demanding."

Page Two
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Editorial

Krauss From Costa Rica

Let's Get Big or Get Out

'How Did I Get Here?' UOP Grad Pondc

S'ff1 you "naS'ne 40,000 people in our stadium to watch a Pacific
football game? Can you believe that a Tiger team trounced Cal's
team the year the Golden Bears went to the Rose Bowl behind the
quarterbacking of All-American Joe Kapp, or that UOP played in
three Sun Bowl games, winning one and making a close nip of the
other two? Well it s all true, and it really wasn't very long ago. Little
wonder then, is it, that many Tiger fans are upset with the present
football program.
There was even a time, believe it or not, when Fresno State
wanted to stop playing us because we were drubbing them by such
scores as 50-0. What, you're probably asking at this point, has hap
pened to us? There is no simple answer.
The one thing that is simple and sure at this point is that we
are faced with a basic choice. Either we get busy and bring back
good football to Pacific or just admit defeat and get out of the
business because as long as we try to hold on to a major schedule
in one hand and pinch every penny with the other, mediocrity is
going to be our password and the coffers are going to be drained
for a futile effort.
, „ F°Y,what "'s,wortfl wte are in favor of bringing back good foota. •
e can find
no real reason why Pacific can't excel on the ath
letic held and in the classroom both. There is no law against schools
o
igh academic rank also maintaining athletic teams of outstand
ing nature as witness Stanford, Harvard, Yale, etc.
We find it ironic to note that the University of Alabama Presi
dent hired Coach Paul Bryant because winning football is instru
mental in building school prestige and raising the whole level of the
university standards.
.

November

President apparently knew what he was doing, for since
Bryant became the Alabama coach football not only is self-support
ing but according to the current Look magazine, it yielded enough
m on*, year to contribute £500,000 to the School of EngineerPr°
mg 'a j
t t0 paymg aI1 of tIle athletic bills for the year
Additional evidence of the importance of good football to the
college campus can be found even closer to home. Both Santa Clara
ro M V abolished football several years ago only to find that they
couicln t get along without it because as Santa Clara put it, "It left
the university campus sterile."

T

sisters'in the* '° M ^
j°U'd d° Wel1 t0 pay attention to her
isters in the world of higher education. We find it hard to believe
£r CTnodnT5ef
,CuSt£r C°Ueges can ev« entirely erase the need
for good solid football on this campus, because colleges are made
up of spirited young adults who find a cohesive bond of loyalty in
following the fortunes of a rock-em-sock-em, first class football mam
that js used to the word victory.
If the administration and the athletic director would spend as
much time, effort, and money in good sound recruiting and schedul
ing as they do in trying to "reorient" the football program we would
have the kind of team that could bring 40,000 people to the games;
the kind of team that gets 100 per cent student support; the kind
of team that builds a solid, profitable alumni organization; and the

Editor's Note:
The following is a letter from William
Krauss, a '64 graduate of Pacific, who entered
the Peace Corps after college and is now serving
in Pital de San Carlos, Costa Rica. Krauss while
at Pacific was PSA Academic Court chief justice,
a member of Blue Key, and elected to "Who's
Who in American Colleges and Universities."
This afternoon we are having the usual
tropical thundershower. Ten months of the
year it happens every day in my tiny village of
Pital de San Carlos, in Central America.
On such stormy afternoons, I sometimes
find myself asking, "How did I get here?" A
year ago, following graduation from University
of the Pacific, I had intended to go on to gradu
ate study in Latin American Affairs. But those
plans were soon interrupted by a Central and
South American Summer Study-Travel Award,
which motivated me, instead, to enter the Peace
Corps.
For almost four years in college I had
studied about Latin America academically. But
after actually seeing, first hand, the deep prob
lems of this crucial and immense area of the
world
so near the United States in geography
and ideals, and yet so far away in social justice
and ^ economic progress — I realized that I
didn t want to study theory any more. And
therefore, since last February I've been working
in Rural Community Development in this small
agricultural village of about 1,000.
I am presently working on a number of pro
jects in several different fields.
Most import
antly, I work with an Alliance for Progress Mo
bile Health Unit in a health education and com
munity sanitation program. We've had a great
deal of success in another significant project.
A savings and loan cooperative was organized
to provide easy, low interest loans to farmers and
villagers to buy seed, tools, animals, and to pay

emergency medical expenses, etc.
Poverty and sickness are the two great
lems here that are overwhelming in thei
mensity. They serve, in union, as a cycle,
ingly impossible to break .

The rain has stopped now, and the s
back out. Three English classes tonigh
which I must prepare . . .
Previous to my arrival, there had bet
youth organizations, so, with the help o
Ministry of Agriculture, we went about for
a 4-H Club. Also, for the younger boys, a
Scout Troop and Cub Scout Pack were se
A neighbor loaned a plot of land, and
using it for a demonstration vegetable ga
On the same lot, I raise chickens.

In this part of the world that has for so
been forgotten by the United States, it s
as if its political, economic and social profc
today are almost insurmountable.
To
quately meet all the urgent and critical «
of this restless continent and a half, far i
than high sounding speeches and volui
Peace Corpsmen are required.

Our country has to face the fact that it
got to produce and send more and better tra
Americans to work as partners in the prog
of Latin America in all areas: Lawyers,
nomists, Educators, Sociologists, Politici
Technicians, and Journalists.
All in all, my "Life in the Tropics"
pleasant but odd mixture of adventure (voh
and jungle trips) and discomfort (mosq
and diarrhea), of satisfaction (the savings
loan cooperative that succeeded) and frustr,
(the village cleanup campaign that failed),
most of all, it is the rewarding feeling thai
though perhaps only in a very small way,
is, indeed, doing something worthwhile foi
neighbor, and for his country.

The Reader's Stump

'Bitter Tears' Evokes Cry of Yellow Journaii
Dear Editor:

our 40-0 defeat.
Upon reading your "editorial,"
For your information, the
"40-0 Evokes Bitter Tears," I
phrase responsible reports indi
could not help but feel that you
cated that they had just returned
be""" *kty k*VC *""•
were (1) suggesting sensational
Sngt'Zw' f" t" P
"
from a drinking bout" is not too
journalism, (2) damaging the
As long as we continue to recruit on £750 a year, then schedule
well founded for your comment.
teams made-up of guys who cou dn't cut it academically to get in to character of two particular indi How do you and those with the
viduals by the use of a few
UOP or any other good school we are very doubtful that things
responsible reports know that
will improve. Which leads us to believe if that is the best the future shoddy journalistic skills, and
these two people had been drink
(3) missing the entire point and
r JUSt
ing:
chuck's C!r
football at Pacific, before football
means that such an editorial
should have been written con
The phrase "we are certain that
Dave Frederickson
cerning our 40-0 drubbing. May
this is not the first time that they
I take a few minutes of your time have broken training" has no
away from your reading of ref
basis whatsoever either. If you
erence material on libel to dis are certain that these two people
cuss these three points about have broken training before,
your unfounded and poorly where and when did it occur?
thought opinion.
The fact is that you don't
First of all, I mention "sensa know if they had been drinking
Ed. Note:
tional journalism" in the fact that
or not. Since this incident oc
This story ran in the Daily Californian, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley
you suggest such by certain jour curred some nine days prior to
It is a story on a new club which just formed.
nalistic skills. For instance, you
the Air Force game, why didn't
inJIfotabSUr?" Can y°LU See,2? couples sitt,ng out on the road waitplaced a large three-column
you write something before about
ing for a car. a member of the Absurd Hitch-hiking Club wailed
headline at the top of the page the incident? Was it better to
'"
""
* "
spelling out the 40-0 defeat.
tor the 50 club members to meet Sunday evening
Then, in the following para
Naturally this is just what the Club leaders wanted, and the new
graphs you mention in an ob
of
he
clu
members
jL
t> voted down Monterey, Russian River, Muir
scure way that "as they stumbled
,p
across fraternity circle ... a start
of
'«"ic
ing qiiarterback and starting full
back were reported ... to have
been returning from a drinking yea
me known as "first mate," "second mate," and "thirdmate" relpec" bout."
2£S\?r^
g

Bagged Bits

Couples Sittingon Road:Absurd
been gs d

'""St

hit b U6 th°Ught; what is t|lc most absurd thing we could do? —
hitch-hike in couples overnight," Fred said after the meeting.
the three went to work making posters callino- fn'enrl
A
searching out an advisor. The first mate went m tb a l
.
dep.,,men, and asted one professor seh„ didn't have die ri^eTm
dfi
.ngjes, Neiaon Grapbnrn
gt '"
profe,s„
only person crazy enough to do it."
"Mr. Grayburn doesn't know about it yet, but his secretary said
he would," one member commented.
secretary said
Steve Franklin, Exchange Ed.

AC

To the ordinary layman with
out journalistic training or to
anyone who quickly skims the
editorial, an assumption is im
mediately made that Pacific lost
40-0 because these two individ
uals broke training. I ask you,
Mr Frederickson, whether you
really know the facts concerning
the incident that you witnessed
as well as the facts concerning

crucify two of our top p
after the loss than before?
I believe that the fact
these two individuals as :
by their ability, dedication
respect by others would b
last people on earth to di
themselves and Pacific fo
by breaking training. Yoi
ask any coach, college scoi
pro-scout who have seen F
play as to their consistant
formances and ability.
In your editorial, you :
them look like they were drii
away while everyone else ev
bitter tears at the loss. This
torial did more to bring aboi
jury to the character of thesf
fine upstanding athletes r:
than point out a problem th
relatively minor amongst
many that confront our foo
program.
(Continued on Page 3)
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Bitter Tears'...
(Continued from Page 2)
My final
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point is that there are

aany other problems in Pacific
thletics that you could delve in
. Resides one that is only a small
In
0f the total problem.

fact I can think of three problems
that are very important and con
tribute a major portion of the ef
fectiveness with which Pacific's
athletic program is carried out.
They deal with "Tower" ad
ministration policy and action,
the director of athletics, Dr.
Stagg, and the recruiting pro

gram. The trouble is, of course,
that everyone talks about these
problems but nothing is ever
effectively done.
For instance, in a Pacific Review
of last January, Dr. Burns stated
that scheduling is being handled
by a Faculty Athletic Committee
and an Athletic Operations Com

mittee. Why is not the director
of athletics handling the schedul
ing like most top schools?
Also, since this committee has
been going over this problem
since January, why hasn't any
notice of future scheduling been
issued?
They have had ten
months to do something. Is it

Have you got what it takes to tackle jobs
like these... right after graduation?
(Then see our man on campus. He's got a career for you.)

John Stangland B.S. in Bus. Admin.,
San Fernando State.
After just three weeks on the job, John
took charge of a crew of 19 non-manage
ment men. As manager he's responsible
for quality and cost control, production
and personnel matters in our Plant De
partment. Under his direction, all per
formance levels have improved greatly.

MaxGresoro A.B. in Economics, San
Diego State.
Max's first assignment was to undertake
the position of Section Supervisor in the
San Diego Accounting office. In this job
he supervised six management and 65
non-management women. Job well done?
Max was promoted to the next level man
agement and now is in charge of Reports
and Results for the same office.

possible that certain people in the
tower are preventing effective
action from being taken on these
matters?
These "policy" statements that
are issued don't really say any
thing but tend more to pacify
pressure groups like alumni and
the Quarterback Club than really
say anything. Read the statement
in the January issue of the
Pacific Review. I have seen a
mute say more than is said in this
statement.
In fact, I get the impression
from this statement that no im
provements have been suggested
to beef up our program of ath
letics but do see effective reports
on our music and debate areas of
Pacific.
Therefore, Mr. Frederickson,
why not condemn someone else
for the 40-0 trouncing instead of
destroying the rightful image of
two ballplayers and the rest of
the team?
A team is made up not of two
players or even eleven men. It
is made up of students, faculty,
administration, and boosters as
well. All have to work as a team
to win.
I sincerely hope that you fully
realize the pressure that you have
created on these two fine people.
Most everyone who does not
know them personally now con
siders them the drunks at fault
for our football troubles.
I feel that an apology is in
order to these men. Finally, I
feel that you had better attack
the more real problems instead
of creating sensational-making
gobbledy gooke.
Sincerely, Tom Honey

SLIDES OF GERMANY
Slides from Germany will be
shown at Herr Lippka's home
Tuesday night at 7:30. Janet
Maxwell, publicity chairman for
the German Club, extends an in
vitation to all interested students
of German to attend.

SKI

TIPS

A little old item that no one
seems to pay much attention.
Goggle's Glasses! What a
difference they can make to
your skiing.
You cannot ski well if you
are squinting b e c a u s e of
bright glare — nor can you
ski well with sun burned eyes
after having "squinted" into
the bright glare for a day or
two.

Raymond Owens B.S. in Mechanical
Engineering, University of California.
Responsibility was Ray's from the start.
He was asked to prepare a study of the
power requirements for the first of a new
type automatic telephone center. To do
this he had to determine how the equip
ment would fit in the allocated space and
then engineer the job. It was a major
project—with a working budget of over
$85,000.

Jim Burk A.B., Stanford University;
M.B.A., University of California.
Supervising a sales group of five people
and servicing over 1,300 complex custo
mer accounts is a mighty big first job. As
Sales Manager of the Marysville district,
Jim and his group handle sales which re
sult in over $300,000 worth of revenue a
year.

BELL SYSTEM REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS
mmm

You cannot ski well with
snow flakes sitting your eyes
or in flat grey light unless you
save yellow, amber or ice blue
lenses to bring out the con
trast so the bumps don't push
your knees into your chin.
All things considered, you
will ski much better and en
joy it much more if you are
set with good equipment and
this means saving good glass
es or goggles.
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Pacific Telephone
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

^145 W. Alder
Stockton, California

Old Glory Is Gone

Recruiting Needs Improvement.
(Continued from page 1)
Some men who are offered
grants by UOP choose to attend
other schools so that occasion
ally there will be grants which
go unused. In addition to those
on aid, there are seven who are
playing football without financial
remuneration.
The grant program is financed
out of the general fund of the
ahdetic department. Ideally the
football program should pay for
itself; however, attendance and
the additional aid furnished by
the Quarterback Club are no
where near enough to finance the
program. According to Athletic
Director Paul Stagg, Pacific foot
ball is running at a substantial
loss.
P r o s p e c t i v e recipients of
grants are screened solely on the
coaches' estimation of a man's
capabilities on the football field.
There are no stipulations in the
area of academics beyond the
minimum standards for admis
sion faced by any incoming stu
dent.

The total allotment in the
budget for the recruiting pro
gram is reported Co be $750. This
includes all travel expenses for
the scouts, whatever meals or in
cidental expenses they might in
cur, and the costs of bringing
high school ball players to our
campus for a look around. While
this figure may seem to represent
a sizable investment, a represen
tative of a mid-west football
power, in an off-the-cuff remark
to a member of the UOP athletic
department information staff, in
dicated that his school was
spending into five figures
for re
cruitment alone.

In other fields
of endeavor
which have gained recognition
for the university, a 2.0 average
is needed for a student to travel
with the A Cappella Choir, and
a 3.5 average is expected by
Coach Paul Winters of his dis
tant-traveling debaters. A man
can lose his grant by going on
social probation. The sole power
of removal rests with the coach
ing staff.

From this one might deduce
that Pacific may be in a some
what difficult position when bar
gaining on the open market for
high school and junior college
talent. For this reason, the coach,
ing staff finds
itself in the posi
tion of offering grants to men
who, for reasons academic or
physical, might be questionable
risks for a successful college
future. Many have had a history
of injury trouble which might
prevent them from playing up to
their full potential.

On several occasions Dr. Rob
ert E. Burns, UOP President, has
been quoted as saying that he
feels the number of athletic
grants which are currently avail
able to the football program are
enough to produce a winning
team.
When questioned about this
statement, Athletic Director Paul
Stagg agreed that it certainly
would be possible to produce a
team capable of winning more
ball games with the present allot
ment of grants; however, the
situation is far from ideal, he
says.
The basic problem is that of
finding the best athletes available
to use • the grants which the
school already has, and then
convincing them that Pacific is
the place for them to play their
college football. In more simple
terms, the problem is one of re
cruitment.
While it goes without saying
that tips from the watchful eyes
of alumni and friends can often
be of great assistance in locating
high school ballplayers with po
tential, the final
contact and
judgment must be made by the

WHEN YOU WANT

BOOKS
VISIT

Put them all together, they spell
the total VILLAGER® impact.
Featherweight cotton shirt,
long sleeved, printed with pale
strawberries, pears, and grapes.
8 to 16. Classic wool skirt
with stitched waistband,
6 to 16. Deeply V-ed wool
cardigan, with crocheted edges,
34 to 40. The shirt and skirt
in mild muted tones . . . the
sweater in harmonizing rich
landscape colors.

UOP coaching staff. It is their
jobi in the off-season, to contact
talented ball players who meet
entrance requirements and con
vince them to attend Pacific.

Along the same line, the only
grounds for reduction or remov
al of a grant by the athletic de
partment stem from a man's pro
ductivity on the field.
As long
as he passes a minimum of 24
units per year he is theoretically
eligible to play. A man is allowed
to play even though he is on
academic probation up to a
maximum of a nine and one-half
grade-point deficiency.

The BOOKMARK
2103 PACIFIC AVE.
466-0194

The fact must be faced that
the bigger schools with more ac
tive programs and better records
are drawing off the better record
pects
—BOB HARRIS

(Continued from page 1)
physically, is not disciplined
mentally. Mental self-control is
just as important, if not more
important, to the outcome of the
game as is physical fitness. When
a team feels a loss of physical
energy during the game it affects
his mental drive."
LeBaron was reluctant to com
ment as to whether or not a
problem with training rules at
Pacific might be the general
problem of our losing football
team. "I've heard various reports
about the team this year, but I
haven't had the chance to view
the team personally."
Pacific coach Don Campora
upholds the importance of strict
ly regulated training in season.
Specifically, the rules, as estab
lished by the coaching staff, in
clude: a 10:30 pan. curfew on

THE SIZZLER NO. 31
IN LINCOLN CENTER
848 Benjamin Holt Drive
Eugene & Ruby Steele

Jumbo

with
French
Mm Fries

Freeh Fries »

69c

LB. GROUND ROUND STEAK ....
$ -69
Sizzler Top Sirloin Steak
1.19
New York Cut Steak
1-3®
Above Orders Served With Fries Or Baked Potato
Roll and Butter
1/2

2019 Pacific Avenue

San Diego State
17,000
Iowa State
—
14,500
University of Hawaii
10,000
New Mexico State
4,853
Air Force Academy. 2,800 (men)
University of Montana
5,600
San Jose State
18,000
Fresno State
8,500
Long Beach State
._ 14,500
Los Angeles State
20,000
UOP
2,500

nights previous to the ball game,
a training meal on the day of
the game, absolutely no drinking
during the season.
Tom Stubbs, defensive backfield coach, added that smoking
among the players is not en
couraged during season. "If they
have to smoke, it should be con
fined to private places. The rea
son for this is simply that if
the public sees a team member
smoking it opens the team up
for criticism if you're having a
losing season.
"For this same reason, drinking
is listed as taboo, plus for the
obvious health reasons in
volved," Stubbs said. "Smoking
and drinking are known detri
ments to a team in training, or
to anyone trying to maintain
good physical condition."
"We don't run a spy ring of
coaches to keep track of the boys.
We don't think we should have
to do so. We assume that our
men, as college individuals, are
smart enough to control them
selves," Stubbs continued. "If

drinking does occur, and the b
cident is provable, we would ca
tainly expelt those involved from
the team. We would hope thai
the men would police themselvd
and follow the honor system in
athletics as well as their academ
ic studies.
Our coaches' assumptions
to the strict adherence of th®
players' training rules seem
be a bit idealistic. Considering
the importance placed upon dis
ciplined physical and meni
training by the various coacha
of football teams quoted in W
week's paper, considering thai
Pacific is often outmanned pi
ically on the field,
placing
even greater importance on eaci
man being in top shape, art
considering disciplined trains
in respect to its affect on teat
morale, motivation, loyalty,
tal and physical drive, perhap
supporters of the team, can
pect that the team will begin t:
effectively police themselves |[
this all-important aspect of ^
game.
—CONNIE DEW#

477-7807

Steak Sandwich

Sandwich *)Qr Burger 7QVn Pound

Outnumbered ?
From time to time the question,
"Why don't we play schools more
our own size?" Here are the
figures
on the schools which
appear on this year's schedule.

"There is no question in my mi^
that we would be better off jn .
conference."
There are two alternatives t,
consider: first,
Pacific could tq
to join an already existing COtl
ference, or second, Pacific could
attempt to develop a new confet,
ence, perhaps with an eye t(
schools such as Santa Clara and
USF. The situation is cornpj;
cated in that we are already men.
bers of a good basketball confet.
ence and would not wish to drop
membership in it in lieu of a foot.
ball conference. Dr. Burns can
see "no look-up for a conferenct
set-up at the present time."
What, then, is the problem;
Where do we go for a solution';
Dr. Burns feels that it is a mattet
of cycles. Favorable condition
and valuable players will cause i
streak of luck, and then, the re
verse is true and there are a fe»
off years. He further mentioned
basketball as currently a "favor
able cycle."
Dr. Stagg, when asked to com.
ment on the crux of the football
problem simply stated, "I don'i
think we should discuss the pic.
ture until the season closes. The
current schedule should not It
disrupted by discussion."
Other individuals well at.
quainted with the Pacific athletic
picture, who for various reason
prefer not to disclose their iden
tities, seem to concur that then
are two courses of action open:
either a new, definite, meaningful
program is inaugurated with ai
earnest attempt to rejuvinatc
football at Pacific, or the entire
football endeavor should
scrapped.

Physical, Mental Fitness Key Ingredients ..

- OPEN 11 a.m. TO 9 p.m. DAILY -

Hamburger

(Continued from page 1)
Scheduling is another area
which has been singled out as a
major problem in today s foot
ball program. Back in 1952 Pa
cific was playing and emerging
victorious over suck schools as
Hardin-Simmons, Loyola, Clemson, Boston U, North Texas
State, and Marquette. Today,
the Tigers lose to New Mexico,
San Diego, and Montana.
The problem, according to Dr.
Burns, is that after football was
"reoriented," Pacific has had
trouble in scheduling games
against schools of comparable
academic and financial
status.
"Many schools still consider us
too strong for the competition,"
he said.
In connection with scheduling,
the possibility of Pacific joining
a conference has aroused con
siderable attention. The consen
sus of opinion seems to agree
with Dr. Stagg who stated,

Try This! A Steak You Can't Afford To Miss

O.K. Tire Alignment
American Car $5.95 Alignment
(Air Conditioning Slightly Higher)

SPECIAL $8.95 ALL POPULAR TIRES
2936 E. Main St.

462-4150
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Kahn Directs MacLeish Play 'J.B.'

The play "J.B."
a rendering |H||HH|H||HHHH|H||E9HHHHB|HHHHH9I
yf the story of Job into modern
Hati, jerms, raising the question of
c<m nan's relationship to man and to
S jod. This according to director
rilii jy Kahn, associate professor of
ew mmanities at Raymond' College.
The Raymond players will pron
Cla luce "J.B." on Nov. 5 and 6 at
is j J:30 p.m. and Nov. 7 at 2:45 p.m.
Great Hall. There is no adady,
all, nission charge.
Archibald MacLeish's drama
;ht
of leals with one man's disasterous
3uro, xperiences in the world and his
•°nf( lew relationship to God. The
•me. nain "question" raised is: "What
proo s a moral stance in the modern
soli] orld?" The play is concerned
sa„ vith the reconciliation of man's
xistential dilemmas with his
juestions about the nature of the
niverse and of God.
Kahn chose the MacLeish drana because of its appropriateness
the Raymond academic prom. It affords students the op>ortunity to see verse drama perormed, and it raises issues of
! fdi
Raymond Players, Alan Keisler, left, and Gary Meyers play
>oth ancient and immediate con"1
MacLeish's version of God, Mr. Zuss, and Satan, Mr. Nickles.
equence.
til
Heading up the 21 member
also includes five children.
Sy Kahn has produced Arthur
.aymond Players cast will be
Miller's "The Crucible" and Dy
our freshmen: Mark Wardrip as
The Raymond Players is not a
lan Thomas' "Under Milk
.B., Peggi Valier as Sarah, Alan
formal organization, but spon
Wood" with similar groups of
eislar as Mr. Zuss, and Gary
taneously grows out of interest in
Raymond students.
eyers as Mr. Nickles. The cast drama. In the past two years,

•hell Oil Begins

At Placement Office - Jobs

The employment world is beinning to meet Pacific students
s the campus Placement Office
nder the direction of J. A.
homason starts its annual sesion of job interviews.
Shell Oil Company will be the
rst company to have interviews
n campus with prospective fu;ure employees. As a footnote to
hell Oil's recruitment on cam^ >us, one of the company's vice^residents, Cecil Humphrey, is
m alumnus of the University of

I

he Pacific.
Interviews will be held through>ut the semester in the Placement
etc Office,
recently moved from
lie; ^orth Hall to its new location in
ioP he North Quad Social Hall.
students interested in finding out
[»' ibout various general professions
r particular companies should
ign up for an interview several
eeks ahead of the interview date.
'Major companies who have to
ome any distance will come most
f the time only if we have
nough students for them to in
terview," said Thomason.
,1 Necessary for the interview is
nSa resumee of the student. "If the
j. copy is a typed, single-paged rejjport, we will reproduce several
^copies for the students," added
jjThomason. So that students will
'e aware of the variety of com>anies and1 the processes in a job

Bechloff's Beauty
Salon

interview, Thonason has had
copies of the 1966 Placement An
nual distributed to the head resi
dent of each living group on
campus for student referral.
Besides the "Placement An
nual," the Placement Office also
maintains a display of career op
portunity booklets on a display
rack outside its office.
There is no fee for the Place
ment services, except in the case
of students wanting a dossier set
up for them. Schedules of job
interviews are placed on bulletin
boards in the Administration
office, and will appear periodical
ly in the "Pacific Weekly."

JOB INTERVIEWS
Shell Oil Company —
Tues., Nov. 9
Roche Laboratories —
Wed., Nov. 10
First Western Bank and
Trust Co. — Thurs., Nov. 11
U.S. Marines (Officer) —
Mon., Nov. 15
U.S. Marines (Officer) —
Tues., Nov. 16
American Institute of
Foreign Trade —
Thurs., Nov. 18
California Chemical Co.
Ortho Div. — Fri., Nov. 19

Music Fraternities
Have Joint Recital
A joint recital of the two pro
fessional music fraternities on
campus, Mu Phi Epsilon, Mu Eta
chapter (women), and Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia (men) is being
presented on Tuesday evening,
Nov. 9 at 8:15 in the Conserva
tory Auditorium.
. ,
The program will include solos
by Mike Matesky, cello, Louise
Longley, soprano, Janet Ander
son, organist, Tom Luna, bari
tone, and Charlene Brendler,
pianist. Also included will be
numbers by Doug Hunt, tuba,
and Henry King, clarinet. A spe
cial feature will be the perform
ance of an original song compos
ed by Craig Northrup of Phi Mu
Alpha.
This concert will afford an ex
cellent opportunity for students
to hear many of the finest
per
formers in the Conservatory of
Music, performing in an ex
tremely varied program.
Advisers for Mu Phi Epsilon
are Mrs. Betty Howery and Miss
Mary Bowling, and the adviser
for Phi Mu Alpha, Charles Lamond.

S. F. FLORAL
Good Luck at San Jose

Records
Phonos

Phone 466-4973

Components
T. V.

Vast selection of beautiful
and unusual gifts as well as
an
assortment of
"extra
touches" for your room.

2106 Pacific Ave.
465-3497

6130 Pacific Avenue - 477-0082
In Marengo Center
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New Plan for English....
(Continued from page 1)
The emphasis in freshman
English is being localized on
rhetoric. In doing so, all forms
of writing will be examined, in an
attempt to make the students
aware of forms, moods, thesis,
diction, and possibilities as a
writer.
A change has also been made
in student placement in the fresh
man English class. Before a stu
dent enters Pacific, he is given a
series of tests (University Testing
Program).
Those who score above a cer
tain point, will be asked to write
an essay during orientation week.
These essays are read and graded

Alumni Sponsor
Speaker Series
Dr. Blair E. Hurd, coordinator
of teacher recruitment, Bureau of
Teacher Education and Certifica
tion of the State Department of
Education, is the first speaker of
Pacific's Alumni Speaker Series.
Also on the program will be Mr.
William
Berck,
administrator
with the Lincoln School District
and Chairman of the Pacific Edu
cation Alumni Council.

by the English department
department on the
basis of maturity in writing.
If the student does well on this
essay, he will then be placed in
an Honors English class for one
semester, which will fulfill the re
quirements for both 1A and IB.
There is, however, one prob
lem in that not all students take
the placement tests, and capable
students will not be put in the
Honors class. To solve this, any
one who gets an "A" in 1A, or a
"B", with recommendation of in
structor, will not have to take IB,
and may go on to an approved
lower division English class.
The class meeting has also been
changed.
Instead of a third
class meeting, students will break
up into groups of six each, meet
ing for one half a class period.
The function of this is to expose
the students writing in an effort
to let the student defend and im
prove his work through class dis
cussion with the teache'r and
classmates.
This also makes for more stu
dent-teacher contact, and lessens
the need for individual confer-

Hallmark Cards
for Christmas
from

These gentlemen will speak on
credential systems in California
and be available to answer any
questions. This particular pro
gram should be of special interest
to the current seniors in the
School of Education. The pro
gram will be held Thursday,
Nov. 11, at 11 a.m. in Anderson
Lecture Hall. Following the pro
gram will be an open luncheon
in the Plantation Room, Ander
son Dining Hall.

25 cards with your Personal
Imprint — Great Selection!

The second1 program in this
series will be held Dec. 2 and deal
with the law profession. Other
possible speakers in the series are
Bishop Pike, Bob Monagan, Ed
die LeBaron and Wayne Hardin.

ORNER
2 0 3 4 PACIFIC AVE.

A-1 STARTS THE ACTION WITH STYLE!

THE TRIM
(but not too slim)
TAPERED
AUTHEHTIC
IVY SLACKS
N0-IR0N
GUARANTEED

NEVER NEEDS IRONING

ED
Tapers
At SHARP men's stores that carry the LATEST or write:
A-1 Kotzin Co., 1300 Santee St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90015
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Montana Edges Pacific 13-7
The University of

Montana

Grizzlies, playing before a parti
san Homecoming crowd of 7,900,
squeezed by the Pacific Tigers in
the closing minutes of the game
to win 13-7. This was the Silvertips fifth
straight Homecoming
win, and their first
win over a
UOP team in three tries.
Montana evened their season
record to 3-3 while Pacific stands
at 1-3-2. The Tigers have beaten
Hawaii, lost to San Diego State,
Iowa State and Air Force while
the referees won the New Mexico
State and Montana games.

POOR OFFICIATING
Complaining about the offici
ating is usually looked upon as
an excuse, but it is clearly shown
in die game films that the refs
missed a Bengal TD in the New
Mexico State game and cost
them two more in the Montana
game. The first obvious bad call
last week came when the referee
didn't make a call. A Montana
defender clobbered flanker
Greg
Fellers in the end zone as he was
waiting for a Tom Strain pass.
The other blindman's class was
Willie Jones 14-yard romp with
3:37 left in the game around left
end. Raydell Barkley, the Ben
gal's corner linebacker was held
by the Grizzlies left tackle. These
two oversights cost the Tigers the
ball game.

UOP Harriers
Upset Chico St.
Last weekend the Pacific cross
country team couped their third
win of the season by beating
Chico State 22-33 (low score
wins). Other Bengal wins were
Sonoma State 27-28 and Cal
Poly 28-34. UOP's two losses
were at the hands of Fresno State
50-13 and Cal State at Hayward
38-18.

In the Chico meet the Bengals
placed second, third, fourth,
fifth, and seventh. Leading the
Tigers attack were John Mills a
freshman, Gerry McKnight a
sophomore, Tom Mason a fresh
man, Dean Hart a freshman, and
Robert Middaugh.
Visit Our Fine Cosmetic
Department for Beauty Advice
— We Feature —
Revelon — Bonnie Bell
Helena Rubinstein—Allecreme
Dorothy Gray—Max Factor
— Fragrances —
Shalimar — Faberge
My Sin -— Mary Sherman
Arpage — Jean Nate
Worth — Madam Rochas

However, the Tigers had their
own downfalls. They made a
couple of mental mistakes, but
these are expected when you have
a young team. Unfortunately,
the Grizzlies took advantage of
them.
Senior quarterback Strain once
again led the attack as he com
pleted 17 of 41 tosses for 227
yards and one touchdown. Bob
Ricioli caught the TD with a div
ing catch to climax a 73-yard
drive in nine plays.
Strain's
point-after kick was good.
Montana's first
score came
after a Pacific fumble on the Tiger's 33-yard line. It took the
Grizzlies six plays to hit pay dirt.

LAST-DITCH EFFORT
A last-ditch effort by the Ben
gals after UOM's second score
fell short at the Grizzlies' 20-yard
line. After Montana's TD UOP
took the ball on their own 18 and
went to Montana's 20 on passes
of 17, 15, 13 yards from Strain
to Fellers and 18 and 13 yards
to Ricioli.
Mike Noack had an outstand
ing day in the punting depart
ment as he boomed six kicks for
a 48.8 yard average. Other out
standing players were ends Ricioli
and Gary Woznick; halfback Jim
Griffith who carried the ball 17
times for 70 yards; and tackle
Dick Kirby and Barkley played
superb ball on defense.

STUDENT-TEACHING
Students expecting to studentteach during the spring semester
are required to attend the sign
up meeting on Thursday, Nov.
18, at 11 a.m. Elementary edu
cation student-teachers will meet
in 106 Owen Hall; secondary
education student-teachers will
meet in 110 Owen Hall.
People who do not attend this
meeting cannot expect to do stu
dent-teaching during the spring
semester, according to Lloyd H.
King, chairman of the Depart
ment of Curriculum and Instruc
tion.

Pacific students take time out from their
studies for a game of "water" football.

Is this the ultimate of Pacific's "reorientc
tion" football program? See page one.

UOP Polomen Drowned by Cal Bears 15-5
The University of California
at Berkeley remains undefeated
in their tank for another week, as
their Polomen drowned the
Tigers of Pacific 15 to 5. Pacific's
varsity couldn't get moving in the
game, and the Polobears took
every advantage, both in defense
and in offense. They were pass
ing and moving the ball well, too
well for the Tigers to cope with.
The brightest points of the
game were shown by goalie, Jim
Mair, and speedster Bart Nelson.
Mair presented a real effort by
stopping many shots at the goal,
in an attempt to spur the defense.
Nelson was one of the few Pacific
swimmers to break loose, and out
swim the Bear guards. Hs played
a good offensive game, and
helped in defense too.
Bob
Allen, an Ail-American prep poloist, played and moved well, as
did many other regulars. "Arm"
Mackenzie was ineffective against
Cal as he hit for only 2 goals.
Nelson, Allen, and Ralph Purdy
each scored once.
After the varsity game to its
tragic conclusion, the J.V.'s took
to the tank. Once again the Polobears put on the pressure and hit
for 11 goals to UOP's 1. Goalie
Mark Cooper played a fine game,
as he was almost unaided in de
fense. Cal out swam, out shot

Lugo says.- "A good pizza is like a woman, it must be
chilled and warmed, foundled and beaten - caressed
and cajoled — but, like a woman, it is well worth the
trouble."
TRY A LUGO PIZZA AND YOU'LL SEE!

'Acclaimed the finest by those who know,//
121 E. Fremont
Stockton, California

//

With only a moments rest,
Allen was commissioned into the
J.V. game. In his second game
of the morning, Allen showed his
skill. He played a strong headup defensive game, and left the
Bears behind as he frequently
broke into the open and posi
tioned himself to score, but the
ball never came. Sandy Gray,
Allen's high school team mate,
played a good defensive game,
and was the only man to appreci
ably aid Cooper near the goal.
The moment of glory for this

Tiger squad came early in
first quarter, when Bob "Spla
Fields caught a wet pass, a
drove down the middle of
tank. He passed all Cal defei
ers and placed a beautiful dr
shot, up into the corner of i
goal.

Tomorrow the Bengal vars
travels to U.C.S.B. to play in
annual tourney. Next week v;
sity games are scheduled
Chico, against Chico State,
Wed. at 3:00 and host Frea
State, and our alumni on Sa
Nov. 13 at 2 and 4 p.m.

CAMPUS MENTIS'
Unshakably right on
the scholastic scene...
the LADYBUG wardrobe.
Almost as useful
as books...and much
more fun to wear.
Better (some say) than
brains. Put together
your dean's list
look from the
shirts and sweaters,
jumpers, skirts,
suits, and dresses
of our LADYBUG
collection.

Pizza

(| 93611"Professional Prescription!

SPECIALISTS"

9K MARENGO SLoppinq CENTER
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Spaghetti
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and out played the young Tigers.

Orders to take out 463-6544
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When the San Jose State Spar
es and the Pacific Tigers tangle,
;am records, past performances,
nd betting odds go out the win[ow. The series history between
hese two schools goes back to
921 when both teams fought to
34-34 tie. Since that time the
Sengals have won 14 games while
ropping 20 and tieing 2.

WINNING STREAKS
This series seems to run in
treaks. The Spartans have won
he last five games between these
wo clubs, but the Tigers had
ron seven straight previous to
rat. Another characteristic of

»

Students attending the San
ose-UOP game may use their
>SA card as admission. Howver, they must present it on the
;7th Street side of the stadium
the west side). Game time is
;t for 8 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.

is series is that the underdog
ore often than not comes out on
top. Basing tomorrow's game on
e season to date the Spartans
ould have to be put in the favrites role.
San Jose has a 3-4 record gog into the contest while Pacific
fill be carrying a 1-5 record.
>an Jose has won three straight
(fter dropping their first
four
lames. The three victories were
jver tough WAC (Western Athptic Conference) foes Arizona
jtate 21-14, Arizona 13-7 and
lew Mexico 27-7 while their
isses were to even tougher foes
Stanford, Idaho, Utah State, and
'righam Young University.

Last year's game saw the Ben
gals drop a 37-13 decision to the
Spartans as they were composing
a 4-6 season mark. Both of last
years top game performers, Raydell Barkely and Tom Strain will
be in action again as they try to
end the Spartans five game win
ning streak.

logg has hauled in 17 receptions
for 345 yards. The Spartan's top
rusher is Charlie Harraway who
has netted 385 yards in 96 carries
for a 4.0 average. Another player
to keep an eye on will be half
back John Travis.

Tomorrow night's game will be
a great aerial dual as Ken Berry
and Strain hook up. Both quar
terbacks are in range of establish
ing school records in several de
partments.

Harry Anderson is in his first
year as head coach for the Spar
tans. San Jose is trying very
hard to get into the WAC and is
making a sincere effort to up
grade their football team. They
are 3-1 against WAC schools this
season and it looks like only a
matter of time before they will
be officially recognized as a con
ference member. An interesting
side-light of the game will be the
fact that Ed Hinke is now serving
as assistant coach for the Spar
tans.
Last season Henke was
line coach under "Tiny" Campora at Pacific.

SPARTAN STARS
Last week Berry set two school
marks against New Mexico. In
seven games to date he has com
pleted 65 tosses out of 131 at
tempts for 1017 yards and five
TD's. His two top receivers are
ends Steve Cox and Harry Kel
loggCox has' grapped 23
passes for 312 yards while Kel

NEW HEAD COACH
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Meeting

Hoopsters Aim for WCAC Crown
Pacific's highly-touted basket
ball squad, picked by the experts
to finish second only to USF in
the WCAC, are counting the days
'til they can take the court against
the Dons to prove the experts
wrong.

Far from marking time until
that day, though, the Bengals
have been busy oiling up their
heavy machinery for their opener
against Cal State at Hayward
Dec. 1.
Among those returning are
Keith Swaggerty, Bob Krulish,
Bruce Parsons, Jim Hill, Don
O'Dale, Art Gilbert, and Joe
Kely, all of whom earned letters
last season.
Up from the frosh come Steve
Michelson, Joe Ferguson, Ron

Jim Griffith Selected 'Tiger of the Week'
By DON PAYNE
Since the 1965 season began,
Jim Griffith, a six foot three inch,
195 pound halfback has improv
ed rapidly until he is now one of
the most consistent performers
on the Pacific football squad. For
this consistency, an dfor his fine
play in the recent loss to the Uni
versity of Montana, Griffith has
been named as Tiger of the
Week by the Pacific Quarterback
Club.

70 yards in 17 carries last week
and now leads the squad in yards
gained with 156 yards to date this
year.

A&T
GOLD
PACKAGE
complete
21 piece
Laminated
Skis
Ski Poles
Bindings
$52.38

Griffith is a 19-year old junior
from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
After spending his first semester
of school at Napa Junior College,
he transferred to Pacific where he
is now majoring in pre-med.

This weekend the Tigers are
again on the road. They travel
to San Jose to take on the injuryridden but traditionally tough
Spartans.
Griffith commented
that if Pacific is to win, they will
have to put together their best
effort of the season. He also
pointed out that in the games
they have lost, excluding San
Diego and the Air Force, the
team has been beaten by its own
mistakes.

In the best effort yet by a run
ning back this season, Jim netted

Jim Griffith

Against New Mexico and Mon
tana, the team had scoring drives
that sputtered inside the ten yard
line.

Coming off a 4-0 win last week
at Santa Clara, the Pacific soccer
squad jumps into the lion's den
when they host San Jose's highly
rated team Saturday in a 1 p.m.
encounter.

The Spartans boast an 8-2-1
won-lost record, and are picked

to finish a close second to the
University of San Francisco in
league competition. Tomorrow's
game is the first of three home
games which will close out the
season for the surprisingly-strong
Bengals.
Pacific's win at Santa Clara

HAWAII 1966
UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
CAMPUS RESIDENCE OR IN
APARTMENT-HOTEL AT WAIKIKI

HOWARD TOURS
Mrs. Edith S. Adkins

145 E. WEBER AVENUE - STOCKTON

Bob Krulish
With the first game less than a
month away, the basketballs have
been bouncing furiously in the
gym every afternoon as eleven
frosh basketball players drill in
anticipation of wearing the
orange and black for the first
time in the season opener with
Cal State at Hayward December
1.

Coach Dennis Willens, begin
ning what he hopes will be his
third straight successful season
with the Pacific frosh, predicts
that his squad "should be right
up there as far as the league is
concerned."
Although the frosh have been
practicing for only three weeks,
Coach Willens has noticed that
"Everybody does something
well."

Tigers Host San Jose in Soccer at 1P.M.

Representative on University of the Pacific

Jot Cfesiy Sp&if"

Selim and Hillard Witt. These
four sophs, imbued with the win
ning spirit from playing under
frosh coach Denis Wilens, will be
trying to break into a lineup that
is given the best chance of any
school in the conference of break
ing the USF stranglehold on the
league title.

HOUSEMOTHER AT COVELL HALL
Tel. 466-3581

ONLY $25 DEPOSIT
REFUNDABLE IF MEMBER CANCELS

boosted the Tigers' season record
back up to .500 with a 4-4 mark.
The win also ended a three game
losing streak which dashed all
hopes of Pacific's representing
the league in the NCAA Cham
pionships later this fall.
In the Santa Clara contest, Pa
cific got goals from Leo Pizarro,
Fernando Zumbado, Jose Fer
nandez, and Edgar Varencuela.
A tight Tiger defense limited the
opponents to only five shots at
goal during the game, and only
one the entire first half.

For the Best
HOT BEEF
COLD BEEF
HAM & CHEESE
IN TOWN

Its ORLIE'S Place
6124 Pacific Ave.

November 5,

PACIFIC WEEKLY

Robert Mullen, instructoi
Stanford University, is sh
with one of the bronze piece
his exhibit which is current!
Raymond College.

DRIVE-IN

OF QUALITY
1603 PACIFIC AVENUE

Phone 463-4952

Mullen has stated that
work is an effort to produce
ganic forms and fantastic anii
like creatures. He is intere:
in movement and in a full-bli
look. The imagery in his pii
is based on personal experie
with nature.

"Y" Film — "Winter Light"
"Y" Student Faculty Retreat—
Eagle Cottage — through
Saturday
Raymond Players — " J B " —
8:30 p.m. — Great Hall
Covell Hall Dance—8:30 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m.
Playbox — "The World of
Sholem Aleichem" — 8:30
p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 6
Football — San Jose State —
There

8 p.m.

Playbox — 8:30 p.m.
American Pharm. Assoc. Dan
American Pharm. Assoc.
Dance—9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Sunday, Nov. 7
Raymond Players —
matinee — 3 p.m
Hall

B" —
Great

Wednesday, Nov. 10
Raymond High Table — 7
p.m. — Alfred Stern—"1
Philosophy of Laughter a
Tears"

Thursday, Nov. 11
Education Alumni Speati
Series — Conservatory —
a.m.

Monday,

Nov. 8
Friends of Chamber Music —
Brahms Quartet — Great
Hall
Ministerial Recruitment Dinner
6 P'm"

Tuesday, Nov. 9

Track Meet — San Francisco
State — There

Chapel — 11 a.m. — John
Williams, Speaker

Graduate Record Examination
— 12:30 p.m. Aptitude Test

INSTANT HOMEWORK!

Adding Machines—Typewriters

COME TO OUR CHIGNON SHINDIG!

rent to try-wttl apply—If you buy

.S,8" Joaquin Business Machines

114 N. California St.. Phone HO 5-5881

Learn how to make things happen to your hairdo without
wrestling rollers or running to a salon! See the "instant" styles
for dress, casual and campus wear in a revolutionary new fiber
that s stronger than human hair and needs no professional
care. What s more, we blend it in minutes to match your own!
PAM CARMAN, OUR CORONET CHIGNON STYLIST AT MACY'S
STOCKTON, STREET FLOOR MILINARY
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 9:30 to 5:30
Friday; 12 p.m. - 9 p.m. Saturday: 9:30 to 5:30.
Come, watch the action on how it's done.
out under one! Priced 17.98 - 26.98
Macy's Millinery, street floor

ImAfio

You're sure to walk

W E D D I N G

R I N G S

ALEPPO SET
Groom's Ring $37.50 Bride's Ring $37.*
Other Styles from $8.00
Rings enlarged to show detail.

Borelli Jewelers
on the Miracle Mile
DIAMONDS—WATCHES
JEWELRY
Watch and Clock Repaif
2051 PACIFIC AVE.
462-2443

